Minutes for Email Vote to Conference Council, April 27, 2021 re Consultant for Camp Cazadero

FYI - the donation for the Consultant has arrived.

Motion:
Under the Bell @ Camp Cazadero Circle
4/27/2021

We looked at and discussed 3 consultants/groups; Kaleidoscope, Run River and the Outdoor Ministries of the UCC. We were very thankful for all of the work the previously did on researching these groups. We looked at their recommendations as well as what we learned.

We thought that Kaleidoscope was what we needed because it covered all aspects of Camp Caz from the ground up to the ministry with a clear understanding of deferred maintenance, building a strong financial base as well as being able to reach out past “the usual” into ministries yet un-named. The turnaround is as quick as possible. They have a great beginning understanding of our NCNC and our beloved Camp Cazadero.

Run River was fine for basic information but did not seem to be able to go in depth with the ministries aspect that we needed.

Bill Bourdian of the Outdoor Ministries of the UCC does not have an opening to fit us but highly recommends Kaleidoscope and will help us with implementation of the Kaleidoscope plan if needed.

Motion: Under the Bell @ Camp Caz Circle ask our recommendation be brought to a vote at Conference Council to affirm our recommendation of Kaleidoscope.

Charlotte Asher co-chair of Under the Bell @ Camp Cazadero Circle

Since this is from a committee of the Council, no second is necessary.

M/P

Respectfully submitted,

Richard Brabham, Scribe